
ROOSTIFY MAKES HOME BUYING EASIER FOR AGENTS, LENDERS 
AND HOME BUYERS
A St. Louis couple looked forward to buying a new home, but they dreaded the entire process until 
Roostify put transparency, e�ciency and accountability into the transaction.

Conquering the roller coaster

With a new baby on the way, real estate prices on the rise, and interest rates beginning to tick back up, 
David Astuto and Aruna Rajagopalan of St. Louis recently realized it was time to buy their house. Like 
any homebuyers, Astuto and Rajagopalan were not looking forward to the transition from the fun part 
(looking at di�erent homes and picturing a life in each one) to the negotiation and endless deluge of 
contracts, escrow agreements, inspection reports, and disclosures -- each with a di�erent 
make-or-break deadline.

Rajagopalan heard about Roostify, a new web and mobile service that simpli�es and accelerates the 
home-buying experience by automating work�ow between the buyer, agent and lender. Roostify’s 
functionalities include management of negotiation records, reviewing forms to ensure they have been 
�lled out properly, alerting all parties to deadlines and appointments such as inspections and closings, 
tracking necessary title documents, and storing all forms and reports. Because all parties have access 
to a secure dashboard, there is 100% transparency which results in accountability and cost-savings 
throughout the process. 

For Astuto and Rajagopalan, the decision to use Roostify was a no-brainer. “It was explained to me that 
I would have more knowledge and control over how the information for this transaction was going to 
be processed,” Astuto says. “My �rst reaction was, ‘Why hasn’t someone come up with this before?’ A 
house is a major purchase, it seemed so logical that people would want to know what’s going on at all 
times.”

Agent: From skeptic to convert

Roostify was founded by three technologists frustrated with their individual home buying and 
re-�nancing experiences who believed there was a more e�cient, open way to complete transactions. 
They leveraged the expertise of real estate and mortgage banking experts to develop this new web 
and mobile service that bene�ts agents, lenders and home buyers. Roostify is headquartered in San 
Francisco, California, and is backed by private investors.

Lender: Approving more loans in less time

Like Walsh, lender Jay Peters of US Wide Financial is also in a business where time is money - and he 
too was initially skeptical. But he knew there could be signi�cant upside. Ever since the real-estate 
crash of 2008, the lending industry has had to conform to far stricter regulations in terms of the 
disclosures it needs to gather and an increased level of detail in the required forms. As a result, there 
are more opportunities for mistakes that can result in costly delays. In fact, Peters has a sta� member 
who is entirely dedicated to reviewing and processing forms.

For Peters, the biggest advantage Roostify has given him is automated review and processing of forms. 
While he still needs a human to provide �nal review, Peters can close loans faster because Roostify 
catches mistakes and omissions in real time and alerts the parties involved so they can immediately 
correct course. With Roostify, Peters has increased capacity to manage more loans simultaneously.
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“As soon as I get an application, I already have a full pro�le and most of the documentation already in 
process of being gathered,” Peters says. “And there is a nice dynamic list of what still needs to be done. 
That’s a huge step.”

Buyer: Removing the guesswork

For any homebuyer, it’s not �nding the right house that is the most daunting part of the process, but 
rather the actual transaction. There is often a sense of anxiety after the buyer has negotiated a deal 
that he or she has gotten a fair deal. For many only the excitement of living in a great new home can 
dampen the anxiety. Astuto says that Roostify gave him a sense of control and because he had easy 
access to the o�er sheets he knew he had a fair price.

“Buying a house shouldn't be such a scary, stressful endeavor,” Astuto says. “When you buy a house, 
you have all these people involved. You have to rely on your agent to tell the seller's agent who then 
has to tell the seller what the o�er is and it's the same the other way just to get an answer. You have all 
these people in-between, which makes the whole process as complicated. To me the most useful of 
Roostify part was that everyone was looking at the same thing. For example, if I countero�er I know 
that the seller sees exactly what I o�er and I don't have to rely on other people to relay the message.”

Roostify: A potential game changer

Peters agrees with Astuto that mistrust between involved parties can poison the process at every step. 
He says that the transparency brings a much-needed sense of trust back into the process, and because 
of the bene�ts it o�ers to agents, buyers, sellers and lenders, Roostify could have a transformational 
impact.

“Nobody else is doing this or approaching the process the way Roostify is,” Peters says. “I can picture 
nearly every lender using this in the future, because it’s that valuable.” 
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